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Abstract— In the wireless sensor network, clustering is the 

main issue which enhances the energy efficiency of 

protocol. Mainly, heterogeneous protocols have two or three 

level of nodes. In balanced energy efficient network 

integrated super heterogeneous protocol has four energy 

levels of nodes. In clustering, cluster head selection is the 

main paradigm in wireless sensor network. Cluster head 

selection is done through the three parameters like node 

degree, average energy and the path loss factors makes the 

stable network and enhance the overall network lifetime. 
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I. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK 

Wireless sensor networks which consist of group of sensor 

nodes which deploy in different classes of applications for 

accurate monitoring. Presently, the wireless sensor network 

is facing four major issues namely power management, 

routing, localization and deployment techniques. Out of 

these in power management, energy conservation is the 

major constraint due to irreplaceable and limited power 

sources of the sensor nodes. Therefore, the most important 

goal of the wireless sensor network routing protocol 

implementation is balancing network energy consumption 

and increasing the entire network lifetime. In WSNs the sole 

supply of life for the nodes is that the battery and 

communication with alternative nodes or sensing activities 

consumes lots of energy in process the information and 

transmittal the collected data to the sink[2][10]. 

 
Fig. 1: WSN basic structure 

In several cases like police investigation 

applications, it's disagreeable to interchange the batteries 

that square measure depleted or drained of energy [12]. 

Several researchers square measure so attempting to seek 

out power-aware protocols for wireless detector networks[6] 

so as to beat such energy potency issues as those explicit  

higher than. All the protocols that square measure designed 

and enforced in WSNs ought to give some period of time 

support as they're applied in areas wherever information is 

detected and processed and transmitted supported an 

incident that results in an on the spot action. 

A. Sensor Node 

Sensor nodes are sensors which are responsible for gather 

information & routing this information back to a sink. 

Sensor network supply a robust mixture of spread sensing, 

computing and communication. They provide themselves to 

unnumerable application and, at identical moment in time, 

supply various challenge owing to their peculiarity, chiefly 

the rigorous energy [11] constraint to that sensing nodes 

square measure usually subjected. The characteristic traits of 

device networks have an on the spot impact on the hardware 

style of the nodes at a minimum of four levels: power 

supply, processor, communication hardware, and sensors. 

Varied hardware platforms have already been designed to 

check the numerous ideas spawned by the analysis 

community and to implement applications to nearly all 

fields of science and technology. Wireless device network 

and to extract most potential info from the police 

investigation space, correct usage of the facility capability of 

the device nodes is very important. In the main supported 

utilizing the remaining power of individual device nodes 

similarly as properly relocating device nodes so all device 

nodes will transmit the information they sense to the sink. 

They maximizes total collected info from the police 

investigation space before the potential death of the device 

network by growing accumulative connected coverage 

parameter of the network. A settled approach is employed to 

deploy device nodes into the device field wherever 

polygonal shape Grid positioning is employed to handle and 

find every device node. device nodes those don't seem to be 

planned to be actively employed in the shut future during a 

specific cell square measure preemptively settled to the cells 

those are going to be in would like of extra device nodes to 

boost accumulative connected coverage of the network the 

basic plan when WSNs is that, because the capability of 

every individual device node is restricted, the collective 

power of the whole network is adequate for the obligatory 

task 

Main elements of a WSN node 

1) Controller 

2) Communication device(s) 

3) Sensors/actuators 

4) Memory 

5) Power offer 

 
Fig. 2: The main characteristics of a WSN 
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1) Power consumption constraints for nodes exploitation 

batteries or energy gathering 

2) Ability to deal with node failures (resilience). 

3) Mobility of nodes 

4) Heterogeneity of nodes 

5) Scalability to massive scale of readying 

6) Ability to face up to harsh environmental conditions 

7) Ease of use. 

B. Clustering 

In order to enhance life time of network, clustering approach 

is adopted.  Network is divided in to various clusters (group) 

containing various sensor nodes as cluster members and a 

cluster head. Cluster head transmit aggregated data to the 

data sink. Clustering  sensor  nodes  is  an  efficient  

technique  to  improve scalability  and  life  time  of  a  

wireless  sensor  network (WSN) [8]. 

 
Fig. 3: clustering environment 

Clustering helps in reducing the number of nodes 

taking part in transmission by introducing cluster head 

which thereby reduces communication overhead for both 

single and multi-hop. In WSN network is divided into 

clusters, the communication between nodes can be intra 

cluster or inter-cluster. Intra-cluster communication 

comprises the message exchanges between the participating 

nodes and the CH. Inter-cluster communications includes 

the transmission of messages between the CHs or between 

the CH and the BS. Clustering schemes have advantages, as 

follows: 

1) Scalability 

Since the transmission numbers among the nodes are 

limited, the number of deployed nodes in the network could 

be high. 

2) Less Overheads 

As all cluster members only send data to CHs and CHs only 

send data to base-stations or sinks after data aggregation and 

fusion within clusters, clustering schemes can significantly 

reduce the  flooding overheads and decreasing the 

retransmission of broadcast or multicast packets.  

3) Easy Maintenance 

After cluster formation, clustering schemes make it easier 

for network topology control and responding to network 

changes caused by network dynamics, node mobility, local 

changes and unpredicted failures. After detecting the 

changes we need to make the changes only within the 

individual cluster not in the entire network, so it becomes 

easy to maintain and manage the entire network. 

4) More Robustness 

In clustering routing scheme rotation of cluster head makes 

it more convenient for network topology to control and 

responding to network changes, comprising node mobility 

and unpredicted failures, etc. A clustering routing scheme 

only needs to handle these changes within individual 

clusters, thus the entire network is more robust and more 

convenient for management. 

5) Load Balancing 

Clustering helps in balancing the load throughout the 

network by using different clustering topologies load has to 

be balanced to increase the network lifetime. To balance the 

load equally throughout the network, cluster size is an 

important parameter to consider. 

6) Less Energy Consumption 

Clustering helps to reduce the energy consumption in the 

network [5]. Energy consumption is highly reduced by 

efficient selection of cluster- head, because in the clustering 

not each and every node send their data to the BS instead 

only CH will transmit the data to the BS.  

C. Routing Protocols in WSN 

Routing Protocols [7] are classified into two categories, one 

of them is based on the network structure and other is based 

on protocol operation. Network structure based routing 

protocol is further classified into flat network routing, 

hierarchical based routing and location based routing. 

Protocol operation based routing protocol is classified into 

multipath based, query based, QoS based and negotiation 

based routing protocol. 

1) Network Structure based routing protocol 

These protocol deals which work according to the design 

constraint as per given for network structure. 

2) Flat Network Routing Protocol 

In flat routing, each node senses and forwards the data to the 

next node itself. Due to the presence of large number of 

such nodes, it becomes difficult to assign a global identifier 

to each node. 

a) Hierarchical Network Routing Protocol 

It is also called cluster based routing protocol. In 

hierarchical routing, higher energy nodes can be used to 

process and forward the information while lower energy 

nodes can be used to perform sensing task. This protocol 

introduces the concept of cluster creation and assigning 

special tasks to the selected cluster node called cluster head 

(CH). Because of this hierarchical routing protocol achieves 

scalability and better energy conservation. LEACH, 

PEGASIS, TEEN, APTEEN, and HEED comes under 

hierarchical routing.  

D. Leach 

Leach is low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy. It is the 

first hierarchical routing protocol. Leach is one of the most 

popular clustering algorithm uses to increase the network 

lifetime and scalability. Leach supports only single-hop 

communication as it transmits data directly to the base 

station. Leach is based on data aggregation technique that 

aggregates the useful data, removes the redundant data and 

finally transmits it to the base station or sink. Due to the 

single hopping, Leach leads to hot-spot problem. 
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Fig. 4: LEACH 

E. Pegasis 

Pegasis is power efficient gathering in sensor information 

system. PEGASIS is improved algorithm over Leach but 

unlike Leach it avoids cluster formation and multiple nodes 

involve in transmission. In Pegasis, chain formation is done 

and only one node performs the task of transmission to the 

sink. Pegasis uses a greedy approach and incase if there is 

any failure than it bypass that node. It increases lifetime 

twice than Leach. Pegasis is suitable in time critical 

applications. Pegasis needs dynamical topology adjustment 

which causes significant overheads and also it assumes 

every node to be of same energy which is not practically 

possible. These are the drawback of this protocol.  

 
Fig. 5: PEGASIS Chain Based Protocol 

F. APTEEN 

Apteen is adaptive threshold sensitive energy efficient 

sensor network protocol. Apteen performs both capturing 

periodic data collections and also reacting to the time- 

critical events. After the formation of cluster, CH broadcasts 

the attributes, threshold values and the transmission 

schedule to all nodes and it also performs data aggregation. 

Apteen guarantee lower energy dissipation ad large number 

of alive sensors. The performance of Apteen is between 

Leach and Teen in terms of energy dissipation and network 

lifetime. 

G. HEED 

Hybrid energy efficient distributed clustering is 

implemented in multi-hop network. In Heed selection of 

cluster-head is based on residual energy and node degree or 

density. This algorithm periodically selects CHs according 

to a combination of two clustering parameters. One is 

residual energy of each sensor node and other is the intra 

cluster formation communication cost as a function of 

cluster density or node degree. Heed is not suitable for the 

specific requirement of WSN. 

1) Location based Routing Protocol 

Location based routing protocol uses location information to 

transmit the data to the desired region instead of whole 

network. The distance between neighboring nodes can be 

estimated depending upon the incoming signal strengths. 

Alternatively, if GPS is equipped then the location of nodes 

may be available directly by communicating with a satellite 

using a GPS[11]. GEAR, GAF, MECN and SMECN comes 

under location based routing protocol. 

2) Protocol Operation based Routing Protocol 

The protocol operation based routing is the routing which 

deals with the routing protocol with different functionality. 

a) Multipath based Routing Protocol 

In this subsection routing protocol uses multiple path 

between source and destination rather than a single path in 

order to enhance network performance. The use of multipath 

is better in terms when primary path fails then we use 

alternate path. By this fault tolerance is achieved. these 

alternate paths are kept existing by sending periodic 

messages. Hence, network reliability can be further 

increased at the cost of increased overhead in maintain the 

alternate paths. 

b) QoS based Routing Protocol 

QoS based routing protocol allow sensor nodes to balance 

between the energy consumption and certain pre-determined 

QoS metrics such as delay, energy, reliability, bandwidth etc 

before they deliver the data to sink node. Some QoS based 

routing protocols are SAR, SPEED etc. 

c) Query based Routing Protocol 

In this routing, the destination nodes send a query for data 

(sensing task) from a node through the network, and a node 

with this data sends the data that matches the query back to 

the node that started the query. 

d) Negotiation based Routing Protocol 

The main aim of negotiation based routing in WSN is to 

suppress duplicate information and prevent redundant data 

from being forwarded to the next sensor or the base station 

by conducting many of negotiation messages before the real 

data transmission has to begin.  

Routing protocols are also classified into three 

categories: Proactive, reactive and hybrid. In Proactive 

protocol, it sets up a routing paths and states before there is 

demand for routing traffic. Paths are already maintained 

even there is no traffic flow at that time. In reactive routing 

protocol paths are only set up on demand when queries are 

initiated. In hybrid routing protocol, there is the combination 

of both reactive and proactive protocol. 

II. HETEROGENEOUS ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

A. DEEC Protocol 

Distributed Energy Efficient Clustering (DEEC) protocol all 

nodes use the initial and residual energy level to define the 

cluster heads [1]. DEEC estimate the ideal value of network 

lifetime to compute the reference energy that each node 

should expend during each round.  
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In a two-level heterogeneous network, where we 

have two categories of nodes m, N advanced nodes with 

initial energy equal to Eo. (1+a) and (1 − m).N normal 

nodes, where the initial energy is equal to Eo. Where and m 

are two variable which control the nodes percentage types 

(advanced or normal) and the total initial energy in the 

network Etotal. The value of Total Energy is given as  

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙= N× (1−m)× Eo+ N× m× Eo×(1+a)  

Energy of rth round is set as follows  

E(r) =1/N 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(1 –R) 

Where R denotes total rounds of network lifetime                

               R=𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙= / 𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑  

The possibilities of regular, improve as well as super nodes 

are often shown by means of formula 

𝑃 =

{
 
 

 
 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡   𝐸𝑖  (𝑟)

(1 + 𝑎𝑚)𝐸(𝑟)
    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠; 

𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡  (1 + 𝑎)𝐸𝑖 (𝑟)
(1 + 𝑎𝑚)𝐸(𝑟)

  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑑𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠;

 

1) Advantages 

DEEC does not require any global knowledge of energy at 

every election round.  

Unlike SEP and LEACH DEEC can perform well 

in multi-level Heterogeneous wireless network.  

2) Limitations 

Advanced nodes always penalize in the DEEC, particularly 

when their residual energy reduced and become in the range 

of the normal nodes. In this position, the advanced nodes die 

rapidly than the others. 

B. DDEEC Protocol 

Developed distributed energy-efficient clustering (DDEEC) 

algorithm DDEEC algorithm has modified the clustering 

scheme of DEEC algorithm, such that for initial number of 

rounds CH are selected from the advanced nodes, later when 

the energy of these nodes become equal to the normal nodes 

then the probability of selecting CH of these advanced nodes 

will be same as that of normal nodes. DDEEC performs 

better than DEEC and SEP in terms of network lifetime and 

first node death (FND). DDEEC introduces the threshold 

residual energy. The formula is given below:- 

TH = 𝐸𝑜 (1 +
𝑎𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠 𝑁𝑁

𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑁𝑁−𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠 𝐴𝑁
) 

For the selection of CH the DDEEC uses the following 

equations 

P=

{
 
 

 
 

𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 𝐸𝑖 (𝑟)

(1+𝑎𝑚)𝐸(𝑟)
      𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 𝐸𝑖(𝑟) > 𝑇𝐻

(1+𝑎)𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡  𝐸𝑖(𝑟)

(1+𝑎𝑚)𝐸(𝑟)
   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑑𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 𝐸𝑖(𝑟) > 𝑇𝐻 

𝑐
(1+𝑎)𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 𝐸𝑖 (𝑟)

(1+𝑎𝑚)𝐸(𝑟)
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑑𝑣, 𝑛𝑚𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 𝐸𝑖(𝑟) ≤ 𝑇𝐻

 

C. EDEEC Protocol 

Enhanced distributed energy efficient clustering scheme for 

heterogeneous WSN (E-DEEC) algorithm [4]. E-DEEC 

algorithm worked with three types of nodes, normal nodes, 

advanced node, and super nodes. The simulation result 

shows that EDEEC performs better than SEP in terms of 

network lifetime and energy consumption. 

D. BEENISH Protocol 

Balanced Energy Efficient Network Integrated Super 

Heterogeneous Protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks 

BEENISH [4] worked on four types of heterogeneous nodes 

as normal nodes, advanced nodes, super nodes and ultra-

super nodes. In BEENISH CH are selected based on ratio of 

residual energy of a node and average energy in the network 

fields. BEENISH prolongs network lifetime, longer stability 

period and increased number of messages sent to base 

station as compared to DEEC, DDEEC, and E-DEEC. The 

probability for four types of nodes are given below. 

𝑃𝑖=

{
 
 

 
 

𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡𝐸𝑖(𝑟)

(1+𝑚(𝑎+𝑚0(−𝑎+𝑏+𝑚1(−𝑏+𝑢))))𝐸(𝑟)
         𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠

𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡(1+𝑎)𝐸𝑖(𝑟)

(1+𝑚(𝑎+𝑚0(−𝑎+𝑏+𝑚1(−𝑏+𝑢))))𝐸(𝑟)
         𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑑𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠

𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡(1+𝑏)𝐸𝑖(𝑟)

(1+𝑚(𝑎+𝑚0(−𝑎+𝑏+𝑚1(−𝑏+𝑢))))𝐸(𝑟)
             𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠

𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡(1+𝑢)𝐸𝑖(𝑟)

(1+𝑚(𝑎+𝑚0(−𝑎+𝑏+𝑚1(−𝑏+𝑢))))𝐸(𝑟)
      𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠

 

III. QOS STRATEGY 

In the Qos approach [9], the cluster head selection is based 

upon three factors. They are node degree, average energy 

and the minimum path loss factor. The following factors are 

considered during the cluster head selection. Firstly, 

calculate the neighbors of each node in the network. The 

nodes must be in its transmission range. The distance should 

be calculate using the Euclidean distance formula. 

distance = √((x1 − x2)
2 + (y1 − y2)

2) 
In the node degree, the maximum node degree is 

having total number of neighbors. For each node, calculate 

the sum of distances with all of its neighbors. Distance 

between nodes calculated via Euclidean distance which help 

in determining the total loss. The average energy of each 

node can be calculated as  

EAVG  =   
1

𝑁
  ∑ 𝐸𝑣𝑣€𝑁𝑣  

Where, 𝐸𝑣 is the residual energy of all the neighbor 

nodes. The position factor POS is calculated using following 

equation 

𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑣=α.𝑁𝑉+β.EAVG+µ.(1/𝑃𝑉) 

Where, α+β+µ=1 

α, β andµ are the weighting factor for the given 

parameters. Always choose the highest POS as the cluster 

head. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have studied the QoS based strategy based 

upon the three factors like node degree, average energy and 

minimum path loss factor which helps in selecting the 

cluster head selection in the heterogeneous wireless sensor 

network. In future work, we can implement some other 

optimization technique on cluster head selection and also 

work on WSN 3D environment. 
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